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Abstract This paper deals with the development of a new generation of augmented laparoscopy system. We propose to equip a traditional endoscope, or
a robotic endoscope holder, with a miniature stereovision device. The system
includes two miniature high resolution CMOS cameras mounted around the
endoscope as a pair of glasses that provides a global view of the abdominal
cavity completing the traditional view. Each camera can reach a frame rate of
30 images/second with a resolution of 1600 × 1200 pixels. A deployment, fixation and rapid extraction system of the proposed device through the trocar
was designed and validated through preclinical experiments (testbench and
human cadaver). The main benefit of the proposed system in the minimally
invasive surgery domain is to provide simultaneously local/global views, and
with perspectives in 3D reconstruction of the organ being treated.
Keywords Surgical robotics · laparoscopic surgery · distributed vision
system · CMOS sensors · endoscopy · robotic endoscope holder · robotic
surgery · clinical experiments.
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1 Introduction
Laparoscopy surgery, also known as minimally invasive surgery (MIS) or keyhole surgery, uses tiny incisions, usually less than 1 cm to perform intraabdominal or intrathoracic procedures as compared to the larger incisions
needed in laparotomy. This approach offers decreased blood loss and postoperative pain, in addition to small hemorrhage, and shorter recovery time,
while offering better cicatrization [9]. Laparoscopic surgery belongs to the
broader field of endoscopy which consists in using a viewing system to visualize the operating field. The latter can be a rod lens system connected to
a video camera [24] or a digital laparoscope where the charge-coupled device
(CCD) sensor and the optical lens are altogether introduced inside the abdominal cavity [15]. During a laparoscopic surgery, the surgeon often uses
two to four specific surgical instruments introduced within the patients body
through two to four trocars. Generally, the surgeon has an instrument in each
of his hands and the endoscope is held by an assistant. Thus, the surgeon has
no direct access to control the visualization of the endoscope. Robotic endoscope holders such as ViKY R [21], AESOP R [13], EndoAssist R [3] or more
complete telesurgery systems, such as the daVinci R robotic system [1] have
been developed to overcome these limitations. Despite the significant advance
of the robotic endoscope holders and laparoscopy approaches, there are still
improvements to be made to offer more intuitive systems.
The laparoscopic approach can be challenging for the surgeon for the following (non- exhaustive) reasons: (1) difficult control of the surgical instruments;
(2) restricted field of view (FOV); (3) lack of visual access to hidden parts.
They can make the operation difficult and the learning curve slower than for
traditional procedures. In addition, the lack of information due to specular
reflections and inhomogeneous illumination [10] can hinder computer vision
solutions to problems such as automatic organ or instruments detections.
More specifically, this paper focuses on the second reason by proposing
an exhaustive global view of the surgical site to complement the traditional
laparoscopic view. We believe that this approach will allow for a reduction of
the endoscope’s movements, allowing for a time gain and an enhanced focus on
the surgical procedure rather than the control of the endoscope. In particular,
our system could help avoid noble structures when manipulating the instruments, thanks to a wider FOV. This wider FOV is obtained by positioning
two mini-cameras as a pair of glasses around the endoscope’s trocar. The two
cameras and the endoscope are inserted directly within the abdominal cavity
through a standard trocar (so that no additional port is required, making it
even be compatible with so called “single port procedures”). Once the system is inserted inside the scene, the cameras provide a panoramic view of the
abdominal cavity, while keeping the same orientation as the endoscope (same
point of view), as illustrated by Fig. 1.
In this paper, we focus on the presentation of a mechanical system and a
procedure for the easy and quick insertion, deployment, fixation and retrieval
of the cameras. Our proposed approach is validated 1) on a testbench which
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Fig. 1 Schematization of the proposed concept of global vision system.

consists of porcine organs placed within a black box to simulate the abdominal
cavity 2) through a human cadaver experiment.
The article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a state of the art
relative to the role of the vision sensor in laparoscopy systems and the existing
systems in the literature. The developed materials are described in section 3.
Section 4 presents the experimental scenario used to validate our developments
and the obtained results. Discussions about the proposed vision device are
reported in section 5. This paper ends by a conclusion and possible perspectives
of our work: a) development of a disposable version of the proposed vision
system, and b) first leads concerning possible user-interfaces exploiting our
device (image mosaicing and 3D reconstruction).

2 State of the art
A possible approach to improve the quality of surgical procedures, consists in
reducing their invasiveness and enhance the effectiveness of the surgeon [4]. For
instance, voice activated robotic laparoscope manipulators increase the accuracy of the vision system and reduce personnel count [11], [21]. For successful
surgical gestures, the surgeon must have access to reliable and rich information
acquired from the vision system. Improving the quality of the vision system
can be achieved by working on the miniaturization of the vision sensors (as
the endoeye endoscope developed by Olympus R ) as well as on the mechanical
cameras support (deployment, handling, fixation and extraction systems) [19],
[2], [7], [6].
Most of the laparoscopic vision systems described in the literature deal with
the following concepts classified in two parts, lab prototypes and industrial
devices. We position our work with respect to these concepts.
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2.1 Industrial devices:
– (i) Stereo-endoscope (based on a left and right optical systems) replacing the traditional endoscope (mono-optical system) in order to form a
right and a left images such as the daVinci stereo-endoscope [1], [5]. Although these systems offer high-definition quality and stereovision capabilities, they do not allow for a panoramic view of the abdominal cavity, since
the endoscope is displaced like a traditional endoscope. If the endoscope is
inserted deep inside the abdominal cavity to obtain a precise visualization
of the organ to operate on, the FOV may become narrower than when
the endoscope is barely inserted inside the abdominal cavity, whether the
endoscope is monoscopic or stereoscopic (Fig. 3).

2.2 Lab prototypes:
– (ii) Systems where the traditional endoscope is replaced by distributed vision systems (numerous individual cameras) [16] or by two or three stereoscopy systems [18], [17]. In the latter, the cameras that compose the distributed system are independent from each another, requiring additional
incisions for the insertion of the vision system. This system allows creating 3D virtual views of the abdominal cavity by fusing geometrical and
color information provided by the cameras. The surgeon may thus explore
virtually around the observed organs without moving any real camera but
by displacing a virtual camera which provides real 2D images. The system
proposed by [16] presents a similar concept, but the cameras are mounted
on a unique deployable structure allowing for a pre-operative calibration.
– (iii) Laparoscopic systems equipped with a traditional endoscope and an
additional camera mounted on a surgical instrument [19], [20]. This type of
device is also called as port-camera. The main clinical gain of such systems
is the ability to perform single-port laparoscopy, especially in the case of
a simple biopsy or exploration of the abdominal cavity. However, other
problems associated to the use of such systems appear, such as registration
difficulties and image stability.
– (iv) Articulated stereo-endoscope supposed to replace the conventional endoscope by a pan and tilt stereo-cameras, especially in order to improve
visualization and depth perception [5], [12], [14].
– (v) Magnetic-based grip miniature camera: a miniature camera is attached
to abdominal wall using external magnetic fields provided from metal parts
of a robotic arm [15].
This last work is closely related to our proposed system. Its main drawback
is that in order to exploit fully the potential of the added camera, a registration is necessary between the traditional laparoscope and the miniature
camera, which can be challenging inside the patient. Our proposed system
avoids this problem, since the miniature cameras have roughly the same
axis as the laparoscope by construction.
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Fig. 2 Photography of the CMOS cameras which equip the proposed global view imaging
system.

Given to this state-of-the-art, our proposed system aims at offering:
– A stereovision system (objectives of the work described in items (i), (ii),
(iv)),
– A large FOV of view and depth of field (objectives of (iii) and (v)),
– A low cost system (aim of (ii)),
– A system that does not require in-situ registration between images (endoscope and additional cameras images) (required in (i) or (v) for instance),
– A system that does not require additional incisions (objective of (i), (iii),
(iv), and (v)).
In the next section, we present the used resources and the proposed mechanical system, in order to provide the improvements listed above.

3 Materials
3.1 CMOS Cameras
Our proposed enhanced endoscopy vision system includes two miniature and
high resolution cameras in addition to the classical mono-view endoscope. The
cameras are based on two 5 mm × 5 mm × 3.8 mm complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) sensors with (Fig. 2):
–
–
–
–
–
–

a resolution of 1600 × 1200 pixels,
a frame rate of ≈ 30 frames/second,
a low noise/signal ratio,
an exposure control of +81 dB,
a FOV of 51◦ with a low TV distortion (≤ 1%),
a cost of the presented camera of a few US dollars (in large scale diffusion).

These characteristics are similar to High-Definition classical endoscopic systems. For instance the daVinci endoscope has a 1920×1080 resolution, with
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Fig. 3 An endoscope FOV vs. our system FOV.

a FOV of 70◦ horizontally and 50◦ vertically. However, compared to our system, the daVinci’s camera system is positioned ex-vivo with a complex optical
system compared to mini-CMOS cameras. Moreover, even though the horizontal FOV is a bit larger for the daVinci’s endoscope than for our proposed
system, the more the endoscope is inserted in the abdominal cavity, the more
its FOV will be reduced compared to our panoramic system, as illustrated by
Fig. 3: let d1 be the distance of a simple 50◦ FOV camera within our proposed
panoramic system to a given object, and d2 be the distance of a mobile 70◦
FOV endoscope to the same observed object; simple trigonometrics show that
tan(25◦ )
as soon as the ratio dd12 is inferior to tan(35
◦ ) = 0.6, the area observed by the
panoramic system will be wider than the area observed by the mobile endoscope. For instance, if d1 = 10 cm, the 50◦ FOV camera’s observed width will
be the same as that of a 70◦ mobile endoscope positioned at d2 = 6 cm of the
observed object. However, if the 70◦ mobile endoscope is positioned at d2 = 2
cm of the observed object, its view width will be of 2,8 cm whereas the view
width of a CMOS 50◦ FOV camera positioned at 10 cm of the observed object
will be of 9.3 cm.
3.2 Multiple View Vision System
Obviously, our approach is not to remove completely the traditional endoscope,
which is popular and widely used in the operating rooms; but to propose an
addition to the laparoscope, which does not modify consequently the usual
practices of surgeons, and which should not require lengthy learning phases.
This motivated us to adapt our vision system to existing endoscopes (or trocars).
Deploying the system (ie. the two mini-cameras) inside the abdominal
cavity through a 10 mm diameter trocar without a visual control is challenging.

Multi-View Vision System for Laparoscopy Surgery
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The surgeon should be able to deploy, stabilize and extract (particularly in
the case of an emergency) the device easily and quickly. After having studied
several design options (precisely 3 different prototypes), we have chosen the
design shown in Fig. 4. The cameras are prepositioned in a hollow tube with
sliding rails (see the exploded view in Fig. 4), in which the laparoscope trocar
is inserted.

Fig. 4 CAD model of the proposed multiple view device illustrating the different elements
with compose the system.

The proposed device is deployed when the surgeon inserts the endoscope
that will push cameras out of the sliding rails (see step 1 in Fig. 5). When
both cameras are out of the sliding rails (see step 2 and step 3 in Fig. 5),
and the endoscope is fully inserted, the proposed vision system is completely
introduced in the abdomen cavity. However, at this stage of deployment, the
cameras are not fully stabilized (see step 4 in Fig. 5). By pulling on the acquisition/power cables of the system, the surgeon fixes the cameras in place (see
step 5 in Fig. 5) which shows the obtained deployment for one camera), and
the cameras now have a point of view very close to that of the endoscope, and
a stereoscopic configuration.
Once the device is deployed, it takes the form of a pair of glasses around
the laparoscope’s trocar allowing access to a large FOV of the abdominal
cavity (Fig. 6). In addition, with the particular positioning of the cameras,
our system has other advantages such as the ability to visualize and control
the insertion of surgical instruments, allowing for instance to avoid undesirable
contact between the surgical instruments and organs/tissues.
To extract the global vision system, the surgeon removes the endoscope
first, then he simply pulls on the power/acquisition cables to remove the cameras one after the other. Indeed, the cylindrical element positioned on the
upper part of each camera (see the exploded view in Fig. 4) guides each camera back inside the trocar.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the different steps of the functioning of the developed deployment/removal system. For a better understanding, only one camera was used in this illustration.
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Fig. 6 Photography showing the developed system when deployed and fixed to the endoscope carried by the ViKY robot.

3.3 ViKY Robot
To validate and quantify the proposed vision device, we decided to use the
robotic endoscope holder ViKY R commercialized by EndoControl, Grenoble
Fig. 7) resulting from the research work of the TIMC-IMAG Laboratory [8].
The ViKY can be fixed on the operating table with a passive and articulated
arm and directly placed on the patient’s abdomen. It is easily integrated in
the operating room and fully sterilizable (mechanical structure, cables, motors, etc.). It is equipped with 3 degrees-of-freedom (dofs). The first dof ie. θ
(Fig. 7(a)) allows left/right moves which represent displacement of the robot
along the x axis of the laparoscopic image. The second dof ie. z (Fig. 7(b))
is to control the insertion of the endoscope in the human body allowing zoom
in/zoom out motions. Finally, the φ dof (Fig. 7(c)) allows for up/down moves
that corresponding to the displacements along the yaxis of the laparoscopic
image. ViKY R can be controlled with 4 different techniques: manual control
(when the motors are off), pedal control, vocal recognition-based control and
semi-automatic/automatic control using vision feedback control [23].
We use the ViKY R robot as an endoscope localizer for our experimental
validation tests. The robot has a recording console capable of saving both
the time of each performed task, the number of orders sent to the different
robot’s dof and their respective amplitudes which correspond to the endoscope
movements.

4 Validation Scenario and Results
4.1 Validation Scenario
Our validation was performed on a testbench mimicking a laparoscopic setup.
Porcine organs were placed into a black box. The traditional endoscope was
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Fig. 7 Representation of the 3 dofs ViKY robotic scope holder where (a), (b) and (c)
illustrate the move lef t/move right, zoom in/zoom out, and move up/move down motions,
respectively.

Fig. 8 Photography of the experimental set-up used to simulate the abdominal cavity and
validate the different proposed materials and techniques.

carried by the robotic system ViKY R , allowing us to record the displacements
performed by the endoscope and the vision system (number of commands issued, amplitude of the endoscope’s displacements, and time needed to perform
these displacements) (Fig. 8).
One experimented urologist surgeon, one medical intern were asked to repeat 17 times the same experiment which consisted in performing a specific
surgical task, once with the traditional endoscope alone, and once with the
innovative vision system alone. We decided to use the innovative vision system alone, rather than combined with the traditional endoscope, in order to
ensure that the vision system was used for guidance, and not the classical
endoscopic images that the surgeons are accustomed to. At each realization of
the experiment, the surgeon started randomly with the endoscope or with the
vision system, to avoid a learning bias. The surgical task consisted in
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Fig. 9 Illustration of the images shown to the surgeon during the experimental validation:
(a) the image acquired by the left camera, (b) the image given by the endoscope and (c) the
one given by the right camera.
Table 1 Summary of the time-consumed for 17 different tests using the both vision systems.
Note That T is the total time consumed for the entire test, µ is the mean time for each test,
and σ is the standard deviation.
vision system

T (minutes)

µ (minutes)

σ (minutes)

endo.
dev. system

35.7
8.45

2.1
0.49

0.92
0.47

– localizing a suture needle placed in the abdominal cavity;
– bringing it to a fix target point (representing the organ of interest for the
task).
At the beginning of each task, the needle was positioned randomly at a
fixed distance to the target point. The distance was chosen such as the initial
needle position was not visible in the laparoscopic image. We recorded the
time required to perform the task, the number of orders given by the surgeon
to the ViKY R robot in order to move the endoscope or the vision system and
the log files of the ViKY R robot indicating the actual displacements of the
robotic holder’s motors (ie. θ, φ and z).
4.2 Results
The results given in this section were obtained by repeating the experiment
described in the previous section 17 times by two operators alternately using
the proposed vision system and a traditional endoscope.
Fig. 9 represents the disposition of the different views (proposed vision
device and traditional endoscope). It can be noticed that the images given by
the proposed system offers a large FOV comparing to the endoscope image. It
is even possible to see the surgical instrument (Fig. 9(a)) during the insertion
task which is not visible in the endoscopic view.
Table 1 shows that the time required for a surgeon to perform the task
with the endoscope and the developed system, respectively. The surgeon needs
an average of 2.1 minutes for a successful task using the endoscope alone
when he or she needs only 0.49 minutes using the developed vision system.
This represents a time gained of a factor of 4.2. For example, for a wound
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Table 2 Summary of the number commands given to ViKY’s dofs using the two types
of visualization system. Note that T is the total commands sent to ViKY, µ is the mean
commands of each test and σ is the standard deviation.
vision system

T

µ

σ

endo.
dev. system

211
69

23.16
4.6

10.48
3.44

of 17 experimental tests, 35.7 minutes are necessary for the surgeon with the
endoscope, and only 8.45 minutes are needed with proposed device (Table 1).
The new concept offers more than 27.25 minutes of time gained compared to
a traditional endoscope alone.
The total number of commands given by the surgeon to ViKY (through
the assistant) is illustrated in Table 2. In the case of the use of the traditional endoscope, the surgeon needs to give an average of 27.2 commands to
ViKY/assistant to perform one stitch. Moreover, only 5.7 commands suffice
to perform the same stitch using the new device. A total of 211 commands
were sent to the 3 dof of the robot to achieve the 17 experimental tests using
the endoscope versus 69 using the developed concept. This gain in terms of
number of commands required to move the vision system could benefit the
surgeon by allowing him/her to concentrate better on the surgical task.
In order to assess whether the difference observed between the two visualization devices was significant, we applied the Wilcoxon test on unpaired series
to the studied variables. This test is a non-parametric test, with no constraint
on the sample size. This test shows in a statistically significant way that the
medians of the compared distributions between the two studied groups (endoscope or novel system) are different: if the p-value is inferior to 0.05, there
is a 5% chance to conclude wrongly that the difference between groups is significant [22]. The Wilcoxon test was applied on two series: the consumed-time
and the number of commands sent to ViKY using our vision system and using
the endoscope, respectively. The obtained p.value are 0.03156 (for the timeconsuming series) and p.value = 0.00544 (for the commands sent series) which
show that, according to the Wilcoxon test, there is a statistically meaningful
improvement in using our system compared to a traditional endoscope alone,
both in terms of time and number of commands sent.

5 Discussions
To test our system in conditions close to clinical practice, we performed an
experiment on a male cadaver (human body) with a surgeon of the Grenoble’s hospital who performed a radical prostatectomy. We tested the insertion,
the deployment and the fixation techniques of the proposed vision concept
(Fig. 10). This first experiment was cut short because of problems with the
cameras’ connectivity: the flexible acquisition cable, built for mobile phones,
was very short, which complicated the insertion of the device inside the pa-
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Fig. 10 Photography of the preclinical validation of our system on a human cadaver.

tient. However, it allowed us to validate the first version of our new vision
system and to identify improvements to be made in the aim of creating a
device compatible with clinical constraints:
– The first possible improvement concerns essentially the sterilization (reusable
system) or the non-sterilization (disposable system) of the device. It should
be noticed that the cost of the developed device will be only a few US
dollars for small and medium manufacturing series (without taking into
account the cost of clinically-compatible housing). The price of the vision
device could be about the same as the price of a disposable 5-10 mm Auto
Suture R trocar (≈ 20 US dollars). Furthermore, the repetitive sterilization
process could damage the CMOS sensors. From a medical point of view,
it could be more appropriate to opt for a disposable system: it would be
always easily available, with a flawless sterilization (ie. sterilized once before its packaging), its manipulation would be limited, with lower costs and
enhanced safety and security for the patient.
– A study on the coating of the cameras should be conducted. The elements
that will be used to coat the cameras must be biocompatible, compact (to
save the functionality of deployment and retrieval of the cameras through
the trocar), and ensure that the CO2 introduced into the patient’s abdomen
does not leak (at the trocar). From the first investigations about this point,
it appears that the Parylene CVD (class 4 according to the FDA regulation)
could be an appropriate solution. The Parylene CVD can be deposited on
materials with layers ranging from 50 nm to a few hundred micrometers in
low temperature conditions.
– The designed deployment and extraction system must be tested by several
surgeons before final validation. To date, it has been tested on an experimental set-up but never on a patient. Thus, our next step is to test the
device several times in conditions closer to the clinical reality with tests on
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cadavers or animals. Those tests will help us in estimating the time required
to extract the developed system in case of emergency. They will allow us to
prepare for a biomedical protocol for a validation of the approach through
clinical trials. With a larger number of experiments, we will also be able
to perform more in-depth statistical analysis for the quantification of the
expected time gain with the system. Indeed, during our experiments, we
observed a large standard deviation in the time required for performing
a task, with the endoscope or with the global vision system. This high
standard deviation is due to the initial random choice of the surgeon on
the direction he will take to follow the needle thread. If he takes the right
direction immediately, the task completion time will be short, but if he
takes the wrong direction, the task time will be much longer.
As stated in the introduction, the paper focuses on describing the device
and first experiments of its potential benefits during a laparoscopy. We
have not yet taken into account human machine interfaces, but we will
of course need to study display possibilities that exploit the potential of
multiple vision, without surcharging the visual information provided to the
surgeon. These questions will be addressed in the Future Works section.

6 conclusion
The drawbacks and the limitations of the use of the classical endoscopy vision system led us to develop a cheap multiple view (coarse and local views)
vision system (cost of few US dollars). The system is based on miniature cameras positioned like a pair of glasses around the classical endoscope. Thus,
the proposed device has, by construction, a point-of-view almost similar to
that of the endoscope, which implies that it does not require registration techniques between the endoscope images and the mini-cameras of the multiple
view system. This device is not more invasive than standard endoscopy since
it is inserted through the laparoscope’s trocar. We also presented our deployment, fixation and rapid extraction design and provided first estimations of its
potential during preclinical experiments (porcine organs and human cadaver).
The validation tests have been achieved by 2 operators (one urologist surgeon
and one medical intern) and consisted in performing a series of stitches using
only the endoscope, then only the developed device. In addition to the significant improvements provided by the cameras, particularly in terms of FOV, the
use of the multiple views system allows time-savings of a factor of 4.2 (ie. 35.7
minutes are necessary to perform) 17 experimental tests using the endoscope
and only 8.45 minutes are necessary using the new concept. Also, the voice
orders sent to ViKY robot endoscope-holder during the different experiments
have been saved and accounted for in both cases: 211 commands (endoscope
case) and 69 commands (proposed concept case). This shows that the surgeon
can be concentrated in the surgery task rather than the communication with
robotic endoscope-holder or his assistant.
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Fig. 11 Illustration of the proposed multi-view vision system (in its disposable version)
.

7 Future Works
7.1 A disposable global view system?
As mentioned earlier in this paper, we study currently a disposable (singleuse system) version of our vision device. Due to a lower cost (few US dollars)
manufacturing (in medium and large series), we consider that it is preferable
to provide a disposable system. This will avoid numerous sterilization cycles
which generate additional costs and can damage the cameras.
The fact that the cameras are already prepositioned in the sliding rails
(Fig. 11) (the system can be marketed in this form) allows for the introduction
of the cameras during the endoscope trocar insertion phase of the surgery. To
deploy vision system, the surgeon inserts the endoscope that will push cameras
out the sliding rails. Then, thanks to a simple pulling of the cameras power
cables, the vision system will be positioned around the endoscope as glasses.
This installation and deployment step should not increase much the surgery
time compared to the expected time gain using the system.
7.2 Towards 3D reconstruction and navigation
As we stated earlier, this paper focused on the potential on using our proposed device for laparoscopic surgeries. We have not considered yet the manmachine interface questions, for a display of the new information provided by
our panoramic system compatible with the surgical workflow. We now need
to address those issues. A first step could consist in working on a mosacing of
the images, to combine in a single display then endoscopic view and the two
views provided by our system. Another solution could consist in creating a 3D
model of the scene, from the two cameras of our system that are in stereoscopic
conditions (Fig. 12, for more details, please refer to [18]), [16].
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Fig. 12 3D reconstruction used the proposed vision device.
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